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one would expect a film on a topic like tigers to be
full of the animal’s data. but this 2008 bollywood
flick is a good indian movie – one that students
will love to watch because of its importance to

them. this hindi movie from 2008 paints a picture
of life in a village in rural india. this bollywood flick

will give students a realistic picture of a typical
day on a farm and the struggles of students in

villages. this movie showcases the life of a
dyslexic student who struggles with school. he has

a few friends and his family supports him and
helps him in his endeavors. but that is all set to

change after the marriage of the boy’s sister with
a wealthy man. this movie from 2011 highlights

the importance of achieving goals in spite of
adverse circumstances. here is a movie that is

sure to leave students awestruck. they will learn
lessons on loyalty and trust from the storyline of
this bollywood flick. this movie has the power to
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stimulate students as well as parents’ imagination
as far as sports are concerned. a thrilling family

adventure that will delight all children and adults
alike, the story of four friends competing in a race
across the english channel. the movie focuses on

the true friendship that they build while racing
around the ocean. here is the story of a boy who
wants to go to the ocean, a father who wants to
protect his son from what the ocean will bring, a
son who looks forward to life in the sea, and a

mother who wants to let her son have the best in
life. the third film for the television series, skyfall

has been even better received than his earlier two
films since it also picks up where the previous two

left off. that being said, it is this film that really
stands apart. see the second trailer for skyfall

here.
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on the contrary, the small-town guy can inspire
students to do away with the complacent

attitudes they have acquired to work hard at their
tasks and move on to higher success. the story of
a man who loves his family and dream of getting a
better life for them, his hard work will always pay
off. the movie is about a man who forgoes his job
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and family to pursue his dreams. but, after years
of struggle, he becomes successful enough to

make his dream of a full-time job come true.. the
small-town guy can also teach youngsters that

when you work hard and aim high, you will always
get the results you deserve. the story of a man
who leads a life that is highly challenging yet
interesting, life of pi can keep movie viewers
interested for hours. to attain the height of
success, pi must overcome challenges that

include battling hunger, mental and physical
exhaustion, and shifting from a small school to an

international school. no, you do not need to be
religious to appreciate the story of a man who
puts his family first and achieves his dreams

through hard work and determination.. whatever
the aptitude of an individual may be, he is sure to

come across an interesting tale like pi or a film
like dibakar banerjee movie. the movie revolves

around pi, a teenage boy who went into the
perilous ocean to save his beloved family. pi
spends seven years at sea and holds his own

against the fierce predators and harsh weather
conditions. he is up against sharks, killer whales,

and the treacherous currents of the ocean. yet, he
overcomes them all to save his family and

himself. 5ec8ef588b
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